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The Monologues





Kenny Finkle

Seriocomic

Carla, a writer, is speaking to Zach, a Civil War nut. She thought she was 
being paid by a magazine to write about a mysterious ghost known as the 
“Lonesome Soldier;’ but has just found out that it was Zach who hired 
her, and that there is no Lonesome Soldier. She has torn up his second 
payment. He has apologized to her for misleading her.

-

-
th
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Kenny Finkle

Seroconic

Zach, a Civil War nut, has agreed to go along with a writer, who has 
been hired by a magazine (she thinks) to write about a Confederate ghost 
known as the “Lonesome Soldier.” Turns out, it is Zach who has paid her.

-

Lawrence Harbison
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Kenny Finkle

Zach, a Civil War nut, has been travelling with a writer named Carla, who 
thinks she has been hired by a magazine to write a story about a mysteri-
ous Confederate ghost, but she has found out that, in fact, it was Zach 
who hired her. By the end of the play, though, she’s hooked on the Civil 
War, and the two of them have come to Appomattox, where Zach sets the 
scene of Lee’s surrender. This speech couldn’t be more timely.

th

th
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Hillary Bettis

Seriocomic

Ty and his twin sister Emerald are alligator wrestlers. The show is about 
to begin. This is his pitch to the spectators.

(He gestures.)

(He gestures until the tourists respond.)
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Brooke Berman

a cinema-verite style documentary about themselves the summer after 
freshman year. When Isobel invites Nicky to move in, Nicky plays it cool 
but then, tells the camera just how much she wants to stay. Note: Both 
Isobel and Nicky have moms named Carla. 
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Brooke Berman

Tiger has been locked away at rehab all year. On the eve of coming home, 
he writes a provocative email to his ex-girlfriend Isobel. 

-

-

He puts the pen down.
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Brooke Berman

Isobel (eighteen) and Nicky (eighteen) are making a cinema-verite style 
documentary about themselves the summer after their freshman year of 

and Nicky both work, it’s only natural that they’d invite him to move in 

the camera. 
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died, but she is holding onto his ghost. He is trying to convince her to let 

she can’t control everything no matter how good she is or thinks that she is.

H 
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died, but she is holding onto his ghost. He is trying to convince her to let 

H  

-
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Matt Lyle

Seriocomic

Pre-Apocalypse: Win, a middle-upper management corporate cog and 
legend in his own mind, gives his artistic friend, Mike, a pep talk.   
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Matt Lyle

Post-Apocalypse: Win hasn’t fared well after the apocalypse and his 
girlfriend has very recently kidnapped by a very bad man. The group of 
survivors, who were all friends before the apocalypse, are considering 
reaching out to another group of survivors. They all cast their votes. This 
is Win’s vote. 
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Matt Lyle

Post-Apocalypse: John, an evil man, has tracked down a group of survivors 
and aims to take everything they have. He fondly remembers discovering 
his true nature.    

-
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Sheila Callaghan

Seriocomic

A young, skittish, highly nerdy man sits in a bar, fantasizing about the 
female bartender.

(again) 

A beat.  He pounds on his laptop.

-

He glances up.  He blushes and hides behind his screen, 
typing madly.
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. one more Jameson
7. 
8. 
9. 
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Nicole Pandolfo

Mikey’s two buddies raped Denise while she was drunk. He was the only 

has found a video on his phone of the rape, and has confronted him about 
his failure to tell anyone about it.

-
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Barbara Blumenthal-Ehrlich

Seriocomic

swallowed up by the city and wants to kick their relationship up several 
notches by having a baby together. Joe makes his “baby” pitch when Jane 
is immobilized with a strained back. Even in her vulnerable state, she 

they really are.

-

-

that’s what scares 

Lawrence Harbison
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Alexandra Gersten-Vassilaros

Snaring the job of a lifetime, Jack has just shared the good news with 
Jonathan, his wife Jen’s friend. Now that his jangled nerves about the 
job have been calmed, he leans in to get some other important questions 
answered. He is concerned about the state of his marriage and, with a 
couple glasses of wine under his belt, feels free enough to confess his most 
intimate problems with Jonathan, which has likely never happened before. 

not
not

man -
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June Guralnik

AP’s study, 2018. AP Wells is a British-schooled, time-travelling scien-
tist/genius with a quirky sense of humor and fascination for toys, magic, 

squirrels). Since returning to his own time, he has been pining for Diana 
Katherine Birdwhistle. The problem – Diana lived more than a hundred 
years ago. AP directly addresses the audience. 

(He air guitars to a rock tune.) 

(Looks down at his crotch.) 
-

(Takes out phone and calls Stephen Hawkins.) 

(to audience) 
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(Returns to call.) 

(to audience) 
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Beau Willimon

Seriocomic

start of his day he’s chatting with another guy in his department about 
this and that instead of working. Here, he tells the other guy about a shit 
job he had the summer after his freshman year of college, working as a 
toilet seat inspector in a plastics factory.

then -

singing to the tune of the 
Beatles’ “Yesterday) 

then my foreman 
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in a 
deep dramatic voice
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Beau Willimon

-

born 
get 

do 

man -
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Beau Willimon

Seriocomic

Jack tells a co-worker about a money-making scheme he’s come up with.

-
-

investments
market

if they did

Lawrence Harbison



looking at his watch
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Seriocomic

Tim, a desperate beer rep from the Bridgeport section of Chicago, is trying 

an uninterested old tavern owner in rural Illinois.

-

(a shift) 

Lawrence Harbison
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Flynt is a grieving, newly widowed hunter from St. Genevieve, Missouri, 

he wasn’t able to hold on to her, and is begging for forgiveness from his 
furious sister as he tries explain where he disappeared to in the middle 
of the night.

Lawrence Harbison
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Andrew Biss

Mr, Loveworth, the owner of a dating agency, is speaking to a potential 
client.

real 

never
 (Beat)

your -
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Eleanor Burgess

In the midst of a fun night drinking beers and catching up with his friends, 

their friend group, and opens up to her about a major choice that’s hang-
ing over his head - one that will decide a lot about his future before he’s 
even gotten out of high school. 

STU

-

if I’m good enough
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Eleanor Burgess

Ethan is catching up with old high school friends who are back in town for 

best friend about his lack of serious relationships and his extreme left-wing 

in a recent election, and the teasing doesn’t seem so fun anymore. 

-

-

-

tried 

-
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David MacGregor

Seriocomic

Upon learning that he is transforming into a woman due to a medical 

the truth about what is happening to him.  

-

-
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Kati Schwartz

Christopher is a charming social genius, confident of the con-
-

ly religious upbringing. Here, he speaks to a new friend, for whom he has un-
familiar romantic feelings. 

-
weird

(Pause) 

died. 
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Michael McKeever

Daniel, a gay architect, describes to the audience - in chilling detail - the 
events leading up to the stroke which has left him a quadriplegic, unable to 
speak, but still cognitive and fully aware of what is happening around him.

(beat) 

-
stand.) 
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(beat) Anything. 

really 

(beat) 
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Michael McKeever

Seriocomic

Trip, a gay in-home healthcare specialist, tries to cheer up a patient with 

Right. 
Ex

-

Star is Born 

believe it or not 
Who goes on a 

-

deer meat from some 
Deer meat. 

(beat) 
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Aaron Mark

Seriocomic

In the dead of night, Ken and Cynthia, whose mother’s funeral they’ve 

Ken as he chatters away.

-

and she shoots -
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love love

you
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Andrea Lepcio

Sean is speaking to Fiona directly. His sister-in-law, Kat, is also pres-
ent. He has confessed he was sleeping with his employee, Lily, has been 

him out. He and Fiona are devout Catholics. He is desperate for Fiona 
to understand why he did what he has done. He still holds out hope she 
will stay with him and escape to homeland, Ireland. 
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Mashuq Mushtaq Deen

The protagonist, Shireen, has come out to friends and family about being 
transgender, and asked them to use male pronouns from now on. For Matt, 
who wants to be supportive, this is hard for him to do because Shireen 
looks the same, and he keeps messing up, and this embarrasses him

-

Lawrence Harbison



Ana Nogueira

 imagines a near future where a drug by the same name hits 
the market and allows people to feel what another person is feeling simply 
by touching them. In this monologue, Matty D talks to his best friend about 
how he is using the drug to better understand the women he dates. The 

so much 
 I 
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Ana Nogueira

 imagines a near future where a drug by the same name hits 
the market and allows people to feel what another person is feeling simply 
by touching them. In this monologue Joe, an employee for the company 
that manufactures the drug, tries to convince a couple to go ahead and 

-
ence due to the woman’s severe depression, and her partner wants to call 
it quits. Joe pushes him to reconsider even though the last round caused 
led to some unpleasant revelations within their relationship. 

-

Lawrence Harbison
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-

Don pays his daily visit to his mother’s hospital room, only to discover 
that on the other side of the curtain is Karla – a twenty something come-

practicing lewd and inappropriate jokes for her unconscious mother, Don 
lashes out at her. And because he cannot see Karla (the curtain between 
the two beds remains drawn), Don’s ire is all the more potent. 

color 
scent Park pet name 

sexual any 
still know your mom. 

gynecologic oncology unit

don’t matter anymore.

-

shrink praying girl—that she 
one more time. all your mom is now is 

cancer. (He pants.) (He catches his breath.)
(Trying not to cry.)

Lawrence Harbison



-

Short summary of dramatic context:  Don feeds seltzer to Marcie, his 
mother’s roommate in the hospital. As he does so, he is reminded of the 
early days of parenting his son. He tells Marcie and her daughter Karla 
about these memories.

adoption
excited 

(Remembers.)
every night

(Drifts; smiles, a bit.)

(Drifts.)

no idea what to 

not 

not 
(Laughs, a little.)

have 

(Laughs, with some anxiety.)

twenty minutes -
(Remembers.)
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Honey

All we can do now is wait this 
one book.” (Remembers.) 

(Remembers.)

respecting 
(Becoming emotional)

baby

condescending telling them what 
telling (He begins to cry.)

.” (He cries.)

(He cries, 
harder.)

(He sobs.) We love you
(He stops crying; a beat.)

Lawrence Harbison



A. Rey Pamatmat

Henry has broken up with his boyfriend Rod. Here, he tells him why. Ernie 
was Rod’s father.
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Gino DiIorio

Donald “Bone” Chicarella tries to be a wheeler dealer, but all his schemes 
seem destined to fail. He is speaking to Carla, trying to explain how he was 
always trying to win his father’s love, but somehow it never worked out. 

get to 
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Leah Nanako Winkler

Adam talks to himself and the audience before attending a wedding re-
hearsal dinner with his high school crush. 

so handsome
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Graham Techler

Seriocomic

T.J. is an awkward, lonely, obsessive middle school boy who—after 
witnessing what he believes to be a UFO with his friends Robby and 
Aaron—forms a three-person space cult in order to worship their (made 
up) alien god. At a sleepover, as the others fall asleep, T.J. ruminates on 
his inspiration for the cult idea. 

got -
got it

got it
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Marisa Wegrzyn

Seriocomic

Ramone, who runs a company of professional assassins, tells Abby how 
and why he hired her. 

(Pause)
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Alana Valentine

Liam is a gay man living in Broome, a remote part of Western Australia. 
He is speaking to Lorena, a playwright who has travelled to Broome to 
investigate the experiences of gay men living there. Lorena has been trying 
to build trust with Liam so that he will speak honestly about his experience. 

-

Lawrence Harbison
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Matthew Lopez

“Rexy” is short for Anorexia Nervosa, drag queen. She tells Casey, a 
straight guy doing drag in secret, how and why she became a drag queen.

(pointing to the scar) 

(pointing to the back of her head) 

(pointing to the scar) 

(pointing to the back of her head) 

(pointing to her nose) 

(pointing to her lip) 

(pointing to her teeth) 
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Aaron Posner

LIFE SUCKS is a hilarious loose adaptation of Chekhov’s UNCLE VANYA. 
Vanya manages the estate of a professor who is rarely there. Here, he tells 
a visitor, Dr. Aster, what he thinks of the professor.

brilliant

understanding of the 
fucking universe 
my tie nerdy wimpishness whatever

really am
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Aaron Posner

LIFE SUCKS is a hilarious loose adaptation of Chekhov’s UNCLE VANYA. 
Vanya manages the estate of a professor who is rarely there. Here, he 
tells a visitor, Dr. Aster, and others in the household what he thinks of 
the professor.

specialty 

clues
why

imagine car-

wheat 

-
Academics

stunningly meaningless 
and rampantly unimportant 

-
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Aaron Posner

Seriocomic

LIFE SUCKS is a hilarious adaptation of Chekhov’s UNCLE VANYA. 
Here, Vanya, speaking to Ella, has realized the pointlessness of his life.

Nothing -
This 

now

knew me

putz 

-
that external 

do

or feel schmuck 
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Nicholas Priore

Apollo has awakened from a dream and is recording some of what he has 
just experienced.

-

Lawrence Harbison
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Michael Elyanow

Gabriel has been having an argument with his daughter, who has been 
pushing him to stop enabling her alcoholic mother (his wife). Upset, he 
tells Cassie the reason why he’ll never give up on the woman he married.

-
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Mariah MacCarthy

Eric’s paraplegic girlfriend, Bana, has disappeared from their apartment 
overnight—along with all her belongings. He’s decided to track down the 
last person they saw together, a burlesque dancer named Clara, to try to 

now he’s trying to get her to go home with him.
     

(Beat) 
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A MOON FOR THE MISBEGOTTEN -

Graham Techler

Mr. Engleton is a wealthy Northeastern man in his 70s who, like many 
wealthy Northeastern men in their 70s, likes to consider himself a patron 
of the arts. However, when he pushes a disgruntled intern at the Charles-
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Carey Crim

Abigail, a grief counselor, has urged Ollie, a former Major League base-
ball player, to tell his 92 year-old father that he’s gay. This is a trial run.

-

-

-
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Daniel Beaty

Seriocomic

DeShawn is a sixteen year-old energetic, charismatic young black man 
who lives in Harlem. He is speaking to one of his friends.

-

-

th

Lawrence Harbison
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Aaron Posner

Seriocomic

In this brilliant goof on Chekhov’s THE SISTERS, Solyony is even more of 
a misanthrope than he was in the original, and he has a lot to say about 
the state of the world. Here, he is with a group of other characters, but 
much of this is direct address to the audience.

(To a particular person in the audience… a person he picks 
out deliberately with some sense of selection by look or en-
ergy or…)

stupid

-

-

Lawrence Harbison
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Aaron Posner

Seriocomic

NO SISTERS in a wild goof on Chekhov’s THREE SISTERS. Here, the 
misanthropic Solyony tells Tuzenbach about a weird dream he had.

-

(Impersonates a body being whipped around in a hurricane.) 

-
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Nicholas Priore

Nick Jr. has been trying to explain to his hospital sitter that his overdose 
was just for fun and not a suicide attempt so that she will let him go, but 
his patience has now worn thin.
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Steven Dietz

Stine is a professional de-programmer, hired by the mother of a teenaged 
girl who has been lured into a cult. He has her locked in the bathroom of 
a motel as he confronts her with the truth.

cute at all
BOY 

the phone your mom bought to keep you SAFE FROM 
PEOPLE LIKE THAT I’ve read those texts - 

had 
plans for you, honey. 

and thinks you are the 
prettiest thing God ever put on this Earth. 

duped. 

and 
that’s how forty-two year-old drifters get their hands down the pants 
of stupid little girls like you. 
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Don Nigro

Seriocomic

In this play based on Alexander Pushkin’s long poem Eugene Onegin, 
Onegin and his younger friend Lensky are riding home in a carriage in 

has wanted to show Onegin his beloved Olga, but Onegin is much more 
interested in her smart, silent, moody sister Tatyana. Here Lensky, sitting 
beside Onegin in the carriage, has just asked him what he thought of Olga, 
expecting Onegin to go into rhapsodies about her beauty. Onegin realizes 
in the middle of his critique of Olga that he’s hurt Lensky’s feelings. He is 
not used to dealing with people so innocent and tender-hearted, and tries, 

Lensky that he actually does very much value his friendship. The reference 
to Pushkin as imaginary is a joke between them, since Onegin is always 
talking about Pushkin but we never see him.

Lawrence Harbison
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Don Nigro

Eugene Onegin, hero of the great Alexander Pushkin poem upon which 
this play is based, has inherited a rich uncle’s estate in the country, where 
he is very bored and lonely until his young friend Lensky talks him into 
visiting their neighbor, the widow Larin and her two beautiful daughters. 
The elder daughter, Tatyana, very smart but also very young and inex-
perienced, has never met anyone like the dashing Onegin, falls instantly 

him. Onegin is used to the jaded, sophisticated society of St Petersburg, 
where everybody sleeps with everybody, sex is a game, and love a joke. 
He is quite troubled by the letter he’s just read and not at all sure how to 
react. Her innocence and vulnerability, combined with her intelligence 
and passion, are not at all within the range of his previous experience. 

-
ation, and the unusual and uncomfortable feelings it has aroused in him.

-

-
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Jamie Pachino

Brigadier General Gideon Kane, early forties, a career army man, now 
up for the position of Deputy Inspector General of the Army. Here, Gideon 

tried to end their relationship. It’s been 8 years since that assault, and 
Grace is now an attorney leading a case against Gideon for sexually 
based crimes that have occurred on the base where he was Commander.

Lawrence Harbison



David MacGregor

At 3:00 a.m. in Bronco’s Lounge, a bar across the street from the Ford 
River Rouge Plant, autoworker Jimmy Floyd toasts his last day on the 
job with Meg, the owner/bartender.

-
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Richard Vetere

The poet Delmore Schwartz is speaking to his wife, Gertrude Buckman. 
Schwartz pleads with Gertrude to stay with him in a scene where she tells 
him she is leaving him and breaking up their marriage.  

-

-
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David Robson

Arthur, a shady art expert, speaks to amateur art thieves who believe 
they’ve stolen a masterpiece. He’s attempting to justify the work he does 

-
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David Robson

Zacke, an amateur art thief hired by his old friend Raymond to steal a 
priceless painting from Raymond’s mistress, tells the story of breaking 
into the mistress’s apartment.
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Charlie Varon

Bob Lew is the chairman of the synagogue’s board of directors. He has 
-

covered a big, messy argument. Bob wants everyone to be happy, will do 

sense of humor.

not
(Laughing.)

champagne

(He laughs.)

not recommend 
(He laughs uncontrollably.)

Lawrence Harbison
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(Makes a noise and gestures with hands.) 
(Suddenly quiet.)

(Earnestly.) 
-
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Charlie Varon

Seriocomic

Sam’s impulse is to create a Judaism that’s like jazz – an improvisation 
on tradition. His sermons should have the feeling of jazz – unscripted, 
discovered in the moment, developing and improvising on themes, letting 

“instrument” – high and low notes, fast and slow, loud and pianissimo. 
But Sam is always aware of his audience. He uses the entire stage when he 
gives his sermons. Those sermons should feel passionate, alive and dan-
gerous. If he has a hero in the world of jazz, it might be Thelonious Monk. 

from

(mischievous)

(Mocking.)
almost
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Charlie Varon

Seriocomic

Sam’s impulse is to create a Judaism that’s like jazz – an improvisation 
on tradition. His sermons should have the feeling of jazz – unscripted, 
discovered in the moment, developing and improvising on themes, letting 

“instrument” – high and low notes, fast and slow, loud and pianissimo. 
But Sam is always aware of his audience. He uses the entire stage when he 
gives his sermons. Those sermons should feel passionate, alive and dan-
gerous. If he has a hero in the world of jazz, it might be Thelonious Monk. 

Ehiyeh asher 
ehiyeh

(Hands indicate big) Ehiyeh 
asher ehiyeh

“Zot ha b’heyma asher tocheylu”

Ehiyeh 
asher ehiyeh.

-
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(Pause.)

American Jews!

Moses!

-

(quietly) is the most Ehiyeh 
asher ehiyeh

Lawrence Harbison



Michael Weems

girlfriend Eva.
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Michael Weems

Tim is overheard bragging about injuring an opposing player in a hockey 
game by his girlfriend Eva. When she confronts him, he responds about 
who he really is.

-
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Michael Weems

ex-girlfriend), Ronnie sits Eva down and challenges her perception of 
what a ‘nice guy’ really is.

-

is a 
not

Lawrence Harbison
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Patricia Cotter

Guy doesn’t make much money as a stand-up comic, so he does one-on-
one coaching sessions. He has run up against a brick wall with Caroline, 
who just isn’t funny.

-

-
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Graham Techler

Seriocomic

Abish, a go-getter who has recently moved back into his parents’ house, 
is working on an acoustic punk EP with his passionate—if a little un-
stable—friend, Eli. When they call an old high school acquaintance in to 

prompts Abish to launch into a rapid history of punk music and its vari-

-

-

-
-

this

-
wayyyy

again
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-
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Graham Techler

Seriocomic

Eli, an emotionally unstable slacker, has moved back to his hometown 
along with his friend Abish with the hopes of recording the Great American 
Acoustic Punk EP, a DIY masterpiece that will put them both on the map. 

turned-bassist Mercer can’t defend the album’s aggressive self-indulgence. 
A self-indulgence Eli feels deserves a passionate defense.

-
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Sam Bobrick

J.G., a barber, speaks to Carl and Francis Lemay, the owners of a small 
town bar he frequents. It is the mid-seventies and the town of Elk City 
has fallen on hard times  J.G. is complaining about how everything in the 
country is changing, even the barbershop business.

(building to a tirade) 
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Sam Bobrick

Teddy works in the Personnel Dept of a corporation located in Elk City, a 
small town that has fallen on hard times. It is the mid-seventies and Teddy’s 
explaining to his friends at the bar he frequents about how corporations 
are beginning to cut down on the use of workers.

Lawrence Harbison
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STET
Kim Davies 

Connor is a student activist and the vice president of a fraternity, vent-
ing his frustration with what he views as the out-of-touch sexism of the 
reporter interviewing him.

-

-

that guy sucks and he needs to 
stop
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Scott Elmegreen and Drew Fornarola

Ben is dating Emily but he’s very attracted to a younger guy named Chris. 

-

as if that’s even a thing
Yes

terms 

real

-
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Yussef El Guindi

-

from his job.
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Yussef El Guindi

Underlying this speech are the roiling emotions triggered when Omar 
saw his wife and his best friend making out through the kitchen window. 
When he enters the kitchen carrying groceries, they don’t know that he’s 
seen them making out. Near the end of the speech he starts referencing 
that betrayal indirectly. 

-
-

 (Slight beat) 
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I’m 

(Picks up a knife.) 
(He stabs the table.) 

. (He has picked up the salt shaker, and 
pours it where the knife was plunged.)
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Yussef El Guindi

Omar and Cindy have each discovered a secret about the other: Cindy has 

job, and Omar has caught Cindy making out with his good friend. This 
is a “dark night of the soul” moment for both of them, where they have 
to decide if they want to remain together as a couple. Earlier, Omar had 
confessed that he can’t seem to get aroused by her anymore.

can 

shit
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Yussef El Guindi

Patrick is encouraging his good friend’s wife to pursue her dancing. He 
is also trying to seduce her. 
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Sam Bobrick

Stuart tells the audience what it’s like selling women’s shoes.
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Sam Bobrick

Stuart addresses the audience about the failure of our educational system 
to consider the needs of the criminal.

-
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Darren Canady

routine, street performer Lalo catches Veronica’s eye with his skill and 

as they interrogate each other more.

-

alive

propulsion and 
thrust 
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Scott Caan

Charlie has recently found out his girlfriend, Shelly, is pregnant and 
didn’t have the best reaction to it. Shelly left town and Charlie took the 

this with his best friend and actor in his play, Vince. 

-

(He starts to 
melt away into the fantasy, then immediately snaps himself out of it.)
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Scott Caan

Charlie has just told his friend Vince that he needs him to stay at his home 
because he isn’t sure he can trust himself not to cheat on his girlfriend 
with his ex, Joanna, who may show up at any moment. 

-
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Scott Caan

Vince is trying to talk Charlie out of visiting an ex-girlfriend, Samantha, 
who had broken into Charlie’s house earlier that evening to talk to him.

-

-
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Carey Crim

Bruce, a teacher and failed novelist, defends a fellow teacher accused of 
sexual relations with a student.

should 

 

want 

-

didn’t 
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Laurence Carr

In 1919, Frankie Cobb, a vaudeville comic, becomes unhinged when an 

the Palace, the pinnacle of vaudeville) leaving Frankie behind to address 
his second rate career. 

-

(pronounced 
Toby)

 (Sings/Speaks) My gal is a high-born lady, she’s black,
but not too shady.
Feathered like a peacock and just as gay,
She ain’t colored, she was born that way.
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they

(Pause. Nothing happens.)
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David MacGregor

Nice guy Phil, the best dad in the neighborhood, reveals his darker side.
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Graham Techler

Peter Munn has returned home to Boston on Christmas after a particularly 
hard go of it in New York. Exhausted, bitter, and irritated, Peter explains 

-
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Gregory Strasser

Steven’s wife was murdered, and Ming Jackson has been convicted of the 
crime. Harry, Ming’s son, doesn’t believe she did it; nor does Tara, Ste-
ven’s estranged daughter. They think Steven might have killed her. Here, 
he tells them that it wasn’t him.
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Don Nigro

Seriocomic

Ezra Pound, poet and enthusiastic and tireless promoter of the works of T. 
S. Eliot, James Joyce and other great 20th century writers before anyone 
else had heard of them, is meeting with his friend Eliot and venting his 
considerable exasperation at the stodgy and conventional literary estab-

An eccentric and obstreperous American, he has uncanny judgement about 

Joyce and others published are often to the detriment of his own career. 
Here he has had it with London, and has just about decided it’s time to 
get out of town. Later in his life his eccentricity will turn to something 
much darker, and cause him to end up in a madhouse, accused of treason 
and worse. But here he is still his funny and very likable younger self, as 
he confronts the real issue, which is that the bravest and most interesting 
artists of any time are often ignored, ridiculed, and thought of by more 
conventional people as insane.

Portrait of the Artist

-
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Don Nigro

Seriocomic

work of his fellow American expatriate and friend T. S. Eliot, who is still 

poem, The Waste Land, which, when published, will become one of the 
seminal works of the twentieth century. But here Eliot, distraught over 
his disintegrating marriage and very unhappy about his life, has brought 

with a mask of rationality, has ripped this revolutionary poem out of the 
depths of his soul, and at this point has himself believing the poem’s no 
good. He’s just been telling that to Pound as Ezra reads it with growing 
astonishment and wonder. His opening line here is a response to Eliot’s 
suggestion it’s a bad poem. Pound is a poet of occasional genius himself, 
but as he reads, he is realizing that Eliot is a much greater poet. Pound 
is helping by cutting out parts to make it tighter. As he does so, he sees 
more and more that he himself will never be this good.)

 (marking something out each time)

-
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 (Hands it back to ELIOT.)
Ulysses, 
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Mark Bowen

Dave, a waiter, expresses his deep philosophical interpretation of a cus-
tomer’s problems while she waits for her sister to return from the bathroom.
 

-
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Theresa Rebeck 

then giving nothing to do has gotten ahold of the plans as they stand and 
solved the problem, much to the consternation of Stu.

STU 

-

-

-
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Theresa Rebeck

for month to solve a thorny problem pertaining to a mall design the team is 

-

-

-
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Joseph Krawczyk

Jack, a high school teacher, tells his colleagues about his intimate rela-
tionship with a female student. 
   

-
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-

-

-

-
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